eBooks

a brief introduction for teachers
Bookflix, Reading A-Z & Tumblebooks

• No app

• No offline

• bit.ly/accessuwc
Key features: levelled, paired, catalogued, teacher resources, optional readalong, glossary text highlighted & will read aloud
Key features: teacher resources, read aloud, some French, Spanish, Chinese, Russian, Korean, German content
Key features: levelled, paired, teacher resources, projectable, highlighting tools, French, Spanish, English
myON

- Individual logins
- Users can make & share lists
- Teachers can monitor children’s reading
- Levelled
- Read aloud
- Simultaneous users
- App for offline reading
- Dictionary on laptop
- Read aloud highlighting words or sentences
- Reviews & quizzes at the end of books read on computer
- Catalogued
- Spanish content

How To
Wheelers

- Individual logins
- Teachers self register
- Single user
- Can purchase multiple copies
- Catalogued
- App for offline reading
- PDF & ePubs handled differently in app
- Some books have limited downloads
- Return in list view
- Borrow up to 5 books for 9 days
EPIC!

- Free for teachers
- Cheap for home
- Library can catalogue individual titles
- Set up profiles for your class to track students reading
- Select books to read offline
- Simultaneous users
- Some books have audio
- Search by format and age
PressReader

- UWCSEA Hotspot
- Download to mobile device
- Can purchase issues when not in hotspot
- Can read on laptop from home
- Translates into 17 Languages
- Reads aloud in language of publication